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SOME CHANGES

Forty % of the pepple in the suicide club are women and U% have led more than 1 event.

^ r ttne hundred X of the suicide club are people and 12% have led more than one event. „-«^

Sixty of the eighty fivepeople in the club havent led any event as of this writing.

This is creating some problems

1) It is forcing the leaders to be organizars rather than particpants ,so the people for
whom the fantacy is mort complete are the ones least able to enjoy it...

2) It is forcing authority into the hands of a few people

3) It makes it harder to organize events because you dont understand the problems , i.e.
why we need you to do what we say, abide by our times, bring the euipment listed, etc
and because you havent hdd to hassle with all these responsibilities and, therefore,
enjoyed yourself less, it is harder to understand the feelings of the facilitators.

People organizng events have become aware that it would be easier and more fun to
simply do very demanding events with a small group of 4-8people.

I would like to acknowledge some new rules that have been given some lip service
before but which were ,and are, very difficult to enforce and attached at the end of
this write up are the names of the other 12% of the facilitators that agree with them
and so will be abiding by them also. They are rules for the individual creators, not rules
for the club. They come out of not really beigg able, physiologically, to stay up until
5 in the morning because of organizational difficulties .They come out of not really
enjoying waiting for long periods oftime for parts of the organizing to get done which^ could have been done beforehand or for the collecting of people to get done. They also
come from not wanting the pase set by the least energetic ,or most at odds people, lie \on
the canoe trip, but by the leader! ,\J

So te point of these rules is expediency, pure & simple. Getting things done and
happening! And getting ourselves acclimatized to them before fifty new people join our
activities in the weeks to come. You will find the remaining months diff icult-to-organize
events listed again at the end of this print out with their crucial info, not the full
write ups

.

^Departure times will be excrutiatingly abided by. Putting a discussion time or arriving
ti/Ye has been absolutely pointless because everyone relates to the departure time, being
late for it, and so if i say meet at 7? 30, leave at 8pm people will come at 8, miss the
discussion and then do one of these things: Dnot know whats going on niti depend on others
2) ask you to repeat what youve said 3) disagree or want to dicuss things further & 4)
not have the euipment that was required but i wont know it because ive already done the
check (as in the hamms brewery event when everyone that came late didnt have a flashlight
but i didnt know it(and they didnt volunteer it).

Daylight savings time returns to standard time Oct 30th. Under the cloak of nightfall
i can now depart at 7pm instead of later, which means we can finsih earlier.

J_X_ There wont be a discussion any longer at the departure point so that people can use
that time to come in late, Since eVe always dtart the discussion at the time designated
for LEAVING because thats when people ARRIVE We will leave and move to another, undisclose
point, on the way to our location, for the discussion.The second departure point will

^ be easily accessible to transportation if people decide they dont want to do the event
after the explanation and discussion. The only things that will be discussed at the lsr
point will be whether people responding have met their responsibilities as outlined " Ithe write up, m teras of euipment and the like. This will be done at 6:58, not 7-01(togive an example of what i mean). Drivers will be asked to come a half hour early, in thiscase at 6:30 and people will be put in the cars as they arrive. loth these times, which

'

ever they are, will be incldded in the write ups from now on. The second meeting place wil
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always be a setting where we can just get out of the cars, sit down in a circle and

have the discsusion with a minimum of movement . Drivers must be gassed up beforehand. Make
•an estimate of. costs (• we'll reimburse you befor leaving.

e ups will include the time, 1st departure point & title in the neading of the
and not in the write up. The LAST thing listed ,and set off graphically from

the rest will be listed as "YOUR RESPONSIBILITIES:" and will list all the equipment,
types of clothes, amou t of money and responsibilities that you are expected to provide
as well as a bri€f recapitulation of any attitufle or warnings the leaders feel woulfl

help.
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Fifty more peojie will respond to the Suicide Club next week. It will probably be

the last time we'll list it in the Communiversity catalog. I think its obvious by now
that the larger the group, the more dificult to organize, the more prone to arrest arid

the more difficult communication is between the participants. These people will make the
individual events larger adn they are leas familiar with situations involving these
special and almost contradictorily anarchic problems. If we are going to change at all

and want to change, this is the time! It is only by being left a few times , painful as

it is, that people will change their attitudes and habits and realize that these are

rules for a specific purpose,not to be directive, macho or militaristic but to have more

fun. /) . . j p> ' GARY WARNE
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~T\ )gWhile decidin/g not to sign, Jayson has suggested leaders ask people who have never done

an event to help them on their events, perhaps developing more confidence while learning
firsthand the difficulties and pressures without being totally responsible. We'll flo that tt

^Deadline for ALL THOSE GREAT IDEAS you've had is Sunday Night at the moviesat 451

judah THE DAY THE EARTH STOOD STILL. Kathy HeartyiB the newsletter editor. You can give

her events before that date but after midnight, when the theater closes for the night and

she goes home, your events will have to be for december. Her # is 621-7375 if you want

to see which dates are taken. Please leave at least 18hours between events.

COINCIDENCES-DELETIONS & OMISSIONS fromJLL^AM^ $£ •(-,

.*, n,T ,c nnrvv HORROR PICTURE SHOW fcTuNGE?; from : 11pm 451 judah TOj. 9pm DRIVERS ^1 juc
cat nrT IS ROCKY HORROR PICTURE SHOW (CHANGED^ from : 11pm 4M juaan iv*_ ^'» """—

* sr^Ss,rjsa.'s.,5SS^-«spas as*.
indicated^ wonJ

N
do any good to go dmmlater either b«ause^t

f
.a^ell^out^the 15th,

and departure at 8:30. Results of unknown #1 available at #4. Gary Warne

SAT OCT 22 STAR WARS INTERGALACTIC BATTLE Bring $2 drivers 7,30p». departure Spa

expecting it and you wont be upset when it happens. $2 refunded to you if you* late S. have

paid already.
Gary Warne

SUN OCT 30 Drivers 4pm leave 4:30pm THEME MOVIE OF THE SUICIDE CLUB: SAFETY LAST

The fantasy film society will be taking a breather this halloween sunda]f-so come join us at

L the UC THEATER-Berkeley for two comedy classics, Chaplins City Lights & Safety Last with

Harold LLoyd.Meet at 451 judah, drivers gassed up for maps at 4pm, leaving promtly at 4:30

or meet us there 2036 University ave at shattuck in berkeley at 5pm $2.00 adults $1 kids

u
Daylight savings time changes this day_j|o WATCH IT! people who bring kids.^oth movies over

MON OCT 31 COSTUME SLUMBER PARTY /changed from 11pm TO 9:00pm 3035 market \ bY 8>30Pm
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